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The paper presents accurate numerical solutions of the full two-dimensional gove
equations for steady and unsteady laminar/laminar internal condensing flows. The re
relate to issues of better design and integration of condenser-sections in thermal ma
ment systems (looped heat pipes, etc.). The flow geometry, in normal or zero grav
chosen to be the inside of a channel with film condensation on one of the walls. In no
gravity, film condensation is on the bottom wall of a tilted (from vertical to horizon
channel. It is found that it is important to know whether the exit conditions are c
strained or unconstrained because nearly incompressible vapor flows occur only fo
conditions that are unconstrained. For the incompressible vapor flow situations, a me
for computationally obtaining the requisite exit condition and associated stable ste
quasi-steady solutions is given here and the resulting solutions are shown to be in
agreement with some relevant experimental data for horizontal channels. These sol
are shown to be sensitive to the frequency and amplitude of the various Fourier co
nents that represent the ever-present and minuscule transverse vibrations (sta
waves) of the condensing surface. Compared to a vertical channel in normal gra
shear driven zero gravity cases have much larger pressure drops, much slower
speeds, much larger noise sensitive wave amplitudes that are controlled by surfac
sion, and narrower flow regime boundaries within which vapor flow can be consid
incompressible. It is shown that significant enhancement in wave-energy and/or
transfer rates, if desired, are possible by designing the condensing surface noise to
resonance with the intrinsic waves.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1777586#
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1 Introduction
Accurate numerical solutions of the full governing equatio

are presented for steady and unsteady laminar/laminar film
densation flows on one of the walls inside a channel. This
good geometry for addressing the influence of shear and gra
by changing the channel inclination from vertical to horizon
~see Fig. 1! and is also a good geometry for consideration of flo
behavior in the absence of gravity~space application!. The results,
based on simulations for channel heights in the 2–25 mm ra
and a specific choice of 4 mm in Table 1, are important fo
qualitative understanding of condenser-section~typically of milli-
meter or sub-millimeter scale hydraulic diameters! behavior in
applications~see Krotiuk@1# and Faghri@2#! such as Looped Hea
Pipes, Capillary Pumped Loops, thermal management syst
and electronic-cooling devices.

This channel flow geometry is also a simple modification of
classical flat plate geometry associated with classical stu
~Nusselt@3#, Rohsenow@4#, Koh @5#, etc.! for external film con-
densation over vertical, horizontal, and tilted walls.

To address laminar/laminar flow issues that cannot be addre
by integral approaches~Chow and Parish@6#, Narain et al.@7#,
etc.!, direct numerical simulations are undertaken here to be
understand the wave-phenomena and associated effects. Alth
the results presented here are strictly valid only for laminar va
flows and laminar condensate, in practice, turbulent vapor at i
~with inlet vapor Reynolds number as large as 7000! is allowed
because of the much thicker laminar sub-layer encountered by
vapor flowing in the vicinity of the interface~i.e., yd

1@5 as com-

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division October
2003; revision received April 22, 2004. Associate Editor: J. Chung.
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1'5 which yields the thicknessyd

1 of the laminar
sub-layer for zero interfacial mass transfer cases—see the de
tion of nondimensionalyd

1 given in terms of the values ofy1

defined in Eq.~6.29! of White @8# and replace the wall shear stre
by interfacial shear stress in the expression for nondimensio
speedu* that appears in this definition!. This thickening is due to
interfacial mass transfer and associated streamlines that p
through the interface into a very slow laminar condensate fl
Under these semi-turbulent conditions, the vapor is laminar n
the interface and turbulent outside the laminar layer. Theref
for these cases (Rein,7000), the computational predictions~un-
der laminar/laminar assumptions! of film thickness, heat transfe
rates, etc.—though not the predictions for vapor velocity pro
outside the interfacial laminar sub-layer—are, as expected
good agreement with relevant experimental results of Lu@9# and
Lu and Suryanarayana@10#.

This paper briefly states some of the significant vertical chan
results reported in Narain et al.@11# and utilizes its computationa
methodology to obtain new results for normal gravity~tilted to
horizontal channels for gravity to shear dominated flows! and zero
gravity. Among other new features of this paper is the fact t
surface tensions is not approximated as a constant~as in@11#! but
is taken ass5s ~T! for pure vapor/liquid interface. Furthermore
at the interface, this paper retains the surface tension terms fo
only the normal stress condition but also the tangential stress
dition ~the term responsible for Marangoni effects!.

Unconstrained exit-condition cases associated with incompr
ible vapor flows and constrained exit-condition cases associ
with compressible vapor flows physically arise from the fact th
condenser-sections~such as the one in Fig. 1! are typically only a
part of a closed flow-system~looped heat pipes, etc.! or a closed
flow-loop ~see, e.g., Fig. 2 in Narain et al.@11#!. Therefore, pres-

4,
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ence or absence of active flow control~or other constraints! in the
remainder of the flow-loop~as is the case in Fig. 2 of@11#! may
translate into presence or absence of exit constraints
condenser-section flows~see Fig. 1! under prescribed inlet and
wall conditions. The noise-free unsteady simulation method~see
Liang @12#! for identifying the correct natural exit condition an
the corresponding attractive steady solution which allows ne
incompressible vapor flows~under unconstrained exit conditions!
is summarized here briefly, and is given, in greater detail,
Narain et al.@11#.

These attractive steady solutions are generally stable to in
disturbances. But, for different gravitational environments, the
derlying steady/quasi-steady solutions are attained for quite di
ent natural exit-conditions~i.e., exit vapor quality or exit pres
sure!. However, it is found that the stability for the zero gravi
case is weak if the exit condition is not actively held constan
its near natural value~e.g., by the approach indicated in Fig. 2
@11#!.

Also, the sensitivity to minuscule bottom plate noise~that are
typically almost always present!, is shown to be significantly
larger for the flow in zero gravity situations than in normal grav
situations. This is because zero gravity flows have to withst
minuscule persistent noise only with the help of the small surf
tension forces present in the normal stress condition. However
unconstrained-exit cases considered here, these solutions
found to be quite insensitive to noise in the vapor flow at the in
Sensitivity to noise at the exit is not considered here but, agai
expected to be large only for certain constrained exit conditi
~see Fig. 12 of Narain et al.@11# for discussions regarding the rol
of vapor compressibility for these cases!. It is shown that this
noise-sensitivity also depends on the nature of the noise~i.e., its
amplitude, frequency, and wave-length content! and the resonance
condition effects discussed in Narain et al.@11# for vertical chan-
nel configuration are also valid for the other environments con
ered here~namely the shear dominated horizontal configurat
and zero-gravity cases!. Furthermore, for gravity dominate

Fig. 1 Flow geometry for simulations. The film thickness has
been exaggerated for the purposes of clarity in discussing the
algorithm and the nomenclature. In the figure, all the neighbor-
ing points are affecting a flow variable at a typical point P in the
‘‘elliptic’’ vapor flow.
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vertical/inclined cases, heat-transfer rates under annular/strat
conditions can easily be enhanced by 10–30 percent for a reso
bottom wall noise that is still minuscule. The enhancements
heat-flux are less significant for zero gravity environments.

For most of the wavy situations considered here for terrest
environments, the role of surface-tension on the nature of no
induced waves~phase-speeds, amplitudes, etc.! are found to be
negligible. Since small diameter tubes in normal gravity are
considered here, significance of surface tension for that confi
ration can not be ruled out. As stated earlier, under zero gra
the role of surface-tension in the normal stress condition at
interface is significant and this result is presented and discu
here. On the other hand, the Marangoni effect of surface tensio
the tangential stress condition continues to be negligible for b
normal and zero gravity situations—even for nonconstant c
densing surface temperatures.

The results presented here underscore the importance of inc
ing the role of gravity, exit conditions, and noise-sensitivity issu
in categorizing heat transfer correlations and flow regime ma
Therefore currently available heat transfer correlations~Traviss
et al. @13#; Shah @14#; etc.! and flow regime maps~see Hewitt
et al. @15#, Carey @16#, etc.! can be improved to address the
reported deficiencies~see Palen et al.@17#!.

The vapor in the condenser section is considered here to
pure. However, in some applications, noncondensable gaseou
purities may be present. If this is the case, the noncondensa
tend to concentrate at the interface~by setting up diffusion pro-
cesses under appropriate variations in their concentrations
partial pressures! and this usually leads to a significant reductio
in heat transfer rates~Minkowycz and Sparrow@18#, etc.!. In the
context of discussions for Fig. 12 in Narain et al.@11# for con-
strained exit conditions, it was recognized that this situation
prone to instabilities and oscillations due to vapor compressib
effects. It is believed that the presence of noncondensables
likely to provide an extra degree of freedom that will reduce t
level of such oscillations/instabilities.

2 Governing Equations
The liquid and vapor phases in the flow~e.g., see Fig. 1! are

denoted by a subscriptI :I 51 for liquid andI 52 for vapor. The
fluid properties: densityr, viscositym, specific heatCp , thermal
conductivity k, etc., with subscriptI, are assumed to take the
representative constant values for each phase (I 51 or 2! and
these values for R-113 are obtained here from ASHRAE Ha
book @19#. Let T1 be the temperature fields, pI be the pressure
fields, Ts ~p) be the saturation temperature of the vapor as a fu
tion of local pressure p,D be the film thickness, m˙ be the local
interfacial mass flux, Tw~x)(,Ts~p) be a known temperature
variation of the cooled bottom plate, andv15u1î1v1ĵ be the ve-
locity fields~whereî andĵ denote unit vectors along x and y axes!.
Furthermore, let h be the channel height, gx and gy be the compo-
nents of gravity along x and y axes, p0 be the inlet pressure,DT
[Ts~p0)2Tw(0) be a representative controlling temperature d
ference between the vapor and the bottom plate, hfg be the heat of
vaporization at temperature Ts~p), s be the surface tension at an
temperature Ts~p) with s0 being the specific value at Ts~p0), and
U be the average inlet vapor speed determined by the inlet m
flux. With t representing the physical time and~x,y! representing
Table 1 Specification of reported flow situations involving saturated R-113 vapor at the inlet. Properties of R-113 are taken from
ASHRAE Handbook †19‡.

Fig. # for flow
p0 (kPa)

Rein

Ts(p0) (°C)
Ja

DT (°C)
Frx

21
h ~m!
Fry

21
U ~m/s!
r2 /r1

s* ~N/m!
m2 /m1 We Pr1

3, 5a–5d, 6, 7, 8a–8b, 9,
10, 11a–11b, 12a–12b,

13

108.855 49.47 5 0.004 0.41 0.015

1200 0.0341 0.2379 0.3231026 0.0053 0.0209 67.6 7.2236
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 677
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physical distances of a point with respect to the axes in Fig
~x50 is at the inlet and y50 is at the condensing surface!, we
introduce a new nondimensional list of the fundamental variab
through the following definitions

$x,y,d,u1 ,ṁ%[H x

h
,
y

h
,
D

h
,
uI

U
,

ṁ

r1UJ
(1)

$v I ,u I ,p I ,t%[H yI

U
,

TI

DT
,
p12p0

r IU
2 ,

t

~h/U !J
The nondimensional differential forms of mass, momentum~x

andy-components!, and energy equations for flow in the interio
of either of the nearly incompressible phases (I 51 or 2! are the
well-known equations

]uI

]x
1

]v I

]y
50

]uI

]t
1uI

]uI

]x
1v I

]uI

]y
52S ]p I

]x D1Frx
211

1

ReI
S ]2uI

]x2
1

]2uI

]y2 D
(2)

]v I

]t
1uI

]v I

]x
1v I

]v I

]y
52S ]p I

]y D1Fry
211

1

ReI
S ]2v I

]x2
1

]2v I

]y2 D
]u I

]t
1uI

]u I

]x
1v I

]u I

]y
'

1

ReI PrI
S ]2u I

]x2
1

]2u I

]y2 D
where ReI[rIUh/m I , PrI[m ICpl /kI , Frx

21[gxh/U2 and Fry
21

[gyh/U2. The above equations are solved for each of the t
phases under a complete and proper prescription of boundary
ditions ~inlet, exit, and the walls!, initial conditions, and the inter-
face conditions~see Delhaye@20#, etc.!. These conditions are use
in their exact forms and they are given in Eqs.~3!–~15! and Eqs.
~A1!–~A9! of Narain et al.@11#.

An inspection of all the nondimensional governing equatio
interface conditions, and boundary conditions reveal the fact
the flows considered here are affected by the following set
nondimensional parameters

H Rein ,Ja,Frx
21,

r2

r1
,
m2

m1
,Pr1 ,xe ,Ze~0!,We,Fry

21J (3)

where Rein[r2Uh/m2[Re2, Ja[Cp1DT/hf g
0 , and hf g

0

[hf g(Ts(p0)). Here Rein , Frx
21, and Ja are control paramete

associated with inlet speedU, inclinationa, and temperature dif-
ferenceDT. For unconstrained exit condition cases~i.e., incom-
pressible vapor! considered here, it is seen later thatZe(0), the
initial value of the exit vapor quality, is not important because
does not affect the naturally selected steady solution and its a
ciated exit vapor qualityZeuNa. The density ratior2 /r1 , viscosity
ratiom2 /m1 , and Prandtl number Pr1 are passive fluid parameter
Also, for unsteady or quasi-steady wavy-interface situations,
normal stress condition at the interface imply an additional dep
dence on a surface tension parameter, Weber number
[r1U2h/s. For superheated vapors, in the interface energy eq
tion, there is a very weak dependence on the thermal conduct
ratio k2 /k1 . Furthermore, unlike in Narain et al.@11#, in this pa-
per, nonconstant surface tensions5s(T) for pure vapors is al-
lowed through¹ss term in Eq.~A3! in the appendix of@11#. As a
result, the term@t# on the right side of the tangential stress con
tion given in Eq.~5! of @11# is modified by adding an additiona
term ‘‘Ma ]p2 /]xu i

•1/A11dx
2’’ on the right side of Eq.~A9! of

@11#. Here the Marangoni number Ma[r2Uc1d1 /m1 represents
the surface tension contribution to tangential stress under the
tation c1[dTs /dp and d1[2ds/dT. For the cases considere
here, a representative set of values of the new constants arc1
'0.0003 K/Pa,d1'0.1046 N/~m-K), and Ma50.1963.
678 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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It should be noted that negligible interfacial thermal resistan
and equilibrium thermodynamics on either side of the interface
assumed to hold for values ofx downstream of the origin~i.e.,
second or third computational cell onwards!. And hence, as per
discussions leading to Eq.~A8! in the appendix of Narain et al
@11#, no model~see, Carey@16#, Plesset and Prosperetti@21#, etc.!
is needed to supplement the known restrictions on the interfa
mass-fluxṁ ~see Eq.~8! of Narain et al.@11#!. However, reason-
able initial estimates~from Nusselt@3# solution, etc.! for ṁ are
used to obtain convergent solutions that are eventually show
be independent of the initial guess.

Though x;0 zone does not affect the results of this pap
ability to account for interfacial thermal resistances does beco
important when the liquid-vapor phase-change interface
within 10–500 nm of a solid surface that is at a temperature
ferent than the phase-change saturation temperature~say by more
than 5°C!. At such locations, boiling or condensation processes
require development of relevant thermodynamics and mate
science knowledge base~suitably supported by experiments an
molecular dynamic simulations! that would yield models of the
type described in Carey@16#, Plesset and Prosperetti@21#, etc.
This is an area of modern research that may provide key tech
logical insights with regard to some key relevant processes~such
as control of nucleation sites in boiling, sustenance of drop-w
condensation, etc.!.

By dropping all time dependencies in the initial boundary va
problem described above, the resulting steady equations~which
are elliptic near exit! for any reasonable but arbitrarily prescribe
exit conditionZe ~denoted as an initial value ofZe(t) at t50),
where

Ze~0!5E
dsteady~xe!

1

u2~xe ,y!•dy[Ze (4)

the steady solution is obtained. This solution is then assume
apply at timest<0. That is, iff(x,y,t) is any variable~such as
uI , v I , p I , u I , etc.!, the initial values off and film thickness
d(x,t) are such that

f~x,y,0!5fsteady~x,y! and d~x,0!5dsteady~x! (5)

wherefsteadyanddsteadyrepresent steady solutions. Although th
prescription ofZe within 0,Ze,1 is arbitrary ~except that it
should be such that it allows a steady computational solution
the stratified/annular regime assumed in Fig. 1!, its natural value
~denoted asZeuNa) for the unconstrained cases is computationa
found by the procedure outlined in section 4.

Using the initial condition in~5!, the unsteady solutions fort
.0 are obtained by solving the full initial boundary value pro
lem with appropriate boundary conditions~with or without the
typically present minuscule vibrations of the condensing surfa!.
Since an assumption of unconstrained exit conditions~i.e., incom-
pressible vapor! are made for the unsteady computations in t
paper, no exit conditions are prescribed fort.0 as long term
values of the exit condition~such asZeuNa for steady noise-free
situations! are obtained as part of the solution.

3 Features of the Computational Approach
Details of the computational approach are given in Narain et

@11# and Liang@12#. Some essential features and a broad outl
are summarized here.

Between times ‘‘t’’ and ‘‘ t1Dt, ’’ two types of adaptive grids
~termed grid-A and grid-B! are employed. At timet, grid-A ~see
Fig. 3 of @11#! is based on a stair-step geometrical approximat
of d(x,t) as a function ofx and it changes whenever the liqui
and the vapor flow variables need to be recomputed for a chan
interfacial configurationd(x,t). The physical processes, howeve
employ a piecewise linear or higher~cubic splines! approximation
of d(x,t) based on their discrete values at marked locations
grid-A. In the interior of either the liquid or the vapor phas
Transactions of the ASME
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grid-A is used for all calculations. However, to make the b
changes ind(x,t) leading to its accurate prediction at time ‘t
1Dt, ’’ a different grid ~grid-B! is generated for spatially locatin
the variables (d(x,t), ū(x,t), and v̄(x,t)) that appear in the in-
terface tracking equation~see Eq.~7! below! for this problem. As
discussed and shown in Fig. 3 of Narain et al.@11#, grid-B needs
to be defined for thex-domain alone because it is employed f
the specific purpose of obtaining the best numerical predicti
for changes ind(x,t) through Eq.~7! described later on in this
paper. The predictions made on grid-B are interpolated to ob
corresponding values on grid-A. At any timet, linear mappings
suffice for spatial interpolation and exchange of the values of
relevant flow variables~viz. d, ū, and v̄) at locations between
grid-A and grid-B. The approach broadly consists of t
following:

• At discrete number of locations in Fig. 2, gue
$d,u1s

i ,v1s
i ,u1s

i ,u2
i ,v2

i ,u2
i %.

• Under the shifted interface depicted in Fig. 2, the liquid d
main problem is solved by a finite-volume method~SIM-
PLER utilizing source term method described in Patan
@22# and Narain et al.@11#!.

• Above the interface, the vapor domain problem~see Fig. 4~b!
of @11#! is also solved by a finite-volume method~SIMPLER
utilizing source term method described in Patankar@22# and
Narain et al.@11#!.

• The seven guesses are repeatedly updated to converge to
correct values with the help of seven interface conditio
given in Narain et al.@11# ~one each from Eqs.~3!–~5!, two
from Eq. ~8!, and two from Eq.~9! of @11#!. For the steady
problem fort50, the exit conditionZe needs to be prescribe
and an additional eighth ‘‘condition’’ is created to satisfy th
requirement.

• The above steps are repeated in such a way that all inter
conditions, differential equations, etc., are satisfied.

One of the interface conditions, viz. the physical variable fo
of ṁLK5ṁEnergyin Eq. ~8! of @11#, also given as one of the equal
ties in Eq.~A7! of @11#, is rewritten, with the help of Eqs.~A1!
and ~A5! of @11#, in its popular interface tracking equation form

]H

]t
1v1

i
•¹H>

2k1

r1•hf g

]TI

]n U
i

•u¹Hu (6)

When the right side of Eq.~6! is zero, spatial extension of Eq
~6! leads to a color function H whose initial values H50 and H51
within each of the phases are retained for all timest.0, and this
forms the basis of the popular VOF~volume of fluids! techniques

Fig. 2 The liquid domain calculations underneath dshift „x ,t …
with prescribed values of „u 1s

i ,v 1s
i ,u1s

i
… on dshift „x ,t … satisfy the

shear and pressure conditions on the actual d„x ,t …. Discarding
all other calculations, only calculations underneath d„x ,t … are
retained. The vapor domain calculations above d„x ,t … with pre-
scribed values of „u 2

i ,v 2
i ,u2

i
… on d„x ,t … satisfy ṁ VKÄṁ Energy

and the requirement of continuity of tangential velocities.
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~see Hirt and Nicholas@23#, etc.! for air/water type flows. Simi-
larly, a suitable spatial extension of Eq.~6!, in conjunction with
some other techniques, is used in the Level-Set method~Sussman
et al. @24#, etc.! for capturing the interface through iterativ
single-domain~consisting of both the phases! calculations. For
boiling related phase change flows, the Level-Set technique
recently been used by Son and Dhir@25#. In order to overcome
some of the problems~see, e.g., Li and Renardy@26#! associated
with interface capturing techniques~be it Level-Set, VOF, etc.!
that utilize Eq.~6!, the limited goal here was to ensure that the
problems do not give rise to spurious computationally genera
waves when no physical disturbances or noise are present.
difficult requirement was met by looking at the existing know
edge base for the reduced form of Eq.~6! given in Eq.~7! below.
By substituting H[h•$y2d(x,t)%, ]H/]t52U•]d/]t, ]H/]x
52]d/]x, ]H/]y51, etc. in Eq.~6! and properly nondimension
alizing the resulting equation, one obtains the following interfa
tracking problem

]d

]t
1ū~x,t !

]d

]x
5 v̄~x,t !

d~0,t !50 (7)

d~x,0!5dsteady~x! or other prescriptions

where ū[u1
i 1$Ja/(Re1•Pr1)%]u1 /]xu i and v̄[v1

i 1$Ja/(Re1
•Pr1)%]u1 /]yu i typically depend strongly, but indirectly, ond. The
computational issues for discretization and numerical solution
Eq. ~7! are well understood and discussed in Narain et al.@11#.

The computational approach defined above meets the follow
requirements:~i! the convergence criteria~i.e., smallness of ‘‘b’’
defined on p. 125 of Patankar@22#! in the interior of each fluid is
satisfied,~ii ! all the interface conditions are satisfied,~iii ! grid
independent solutions are obtained for grids that are sufficie
refined~see Fig. 14 of@11#!, ~iv! unsteady simulations yielding th
sensitive interface locations are free of computational noise~this
is achieved by ensuring that there is an absence of computat
noise in the absence of physical noise!, and~v! its predictions for
the classical steady problems of condensation on vertical or h
zontal plates~Nusselt @3#, Koh @5#, etc.! are in agreement~see
Narain et al.@11# and Yu@27#! with the classical solutions. As pe
estimates described in Narain et al.@11#, the sum total of errors in
the solutions reported here is less than 6 percent.

4 Identification of SteadyÕQuasi-Steady Solutions and
Their Compatibility With Experiments

For slow laminar/laminar internal condensing flows conside
here, the steady governing equations are such that the behav
the x-component of the velocity field are ‘‘elliptic’’ in the sens
that downstream conditions are able to affect flow variables a
upstream location~see a representative point P in Fig. 1!. This
behavior of the steady equations allow the signature of deg
eracy associated with a stationary saturated mixture in a clo
container~i.e., the fluid, under equilibrium thermodynamics co
ditions, could have many vapor/liquid interfacial configuratio
associated with different mixtures—from all vapor to all liquid—
with the actual quality being determined by the total amount
heat removed from an initial all vapor configuration! to be carried
over to the steady solutions of the governing equations and
has many steady interfacial configurations for different ex
conditions~i.e., different exit vapor qualitiesZe in Eq. ~4!! that
represent different amounts of heat removed for any given i
and wall conditions. As a result, as is seen in Fig. 5 of@11#, there
are different steady solutions for different exit vapor qualitie
However, for incompressible steady vapor flows associated w
unconstrained-exit cases, unsteady noise-free simulations in F
~which are free of both physical and computational noise! show
that these steady solutions seek out a naturally selected exit
dition ~denoted asZeuNa) as t→`. In other words, there is an
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 679
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attracting wave-free steady solution, which, in the qualitative r
resentation of Fig. 4~a!, is termed an attractor. The definition of a
attractor among the steady solutions of a well-posed initial bou
ary value problem for a system of partial differential equations
qualitatively the same as that of a stable node~see Greenberg
@28#! among the stationary solutions of a system of nonlinear
dinary differential equations. As shown later, this solution is sta
but sensitive to noise. As a result, in practice, only a quasi-ste
wavy solution of the type indicated in Fig. 4~b! is actually
realized.

Since the above procedure requires consideration of the
steady equations to identify the natural steady solution, it is ob
ous that this approach is both novel and different from ste
incompressible single-phase or air/water flows where it typica
suffices to work with steady equations to obtain steady solutio
The above approach for identifying stable quasi-steady inc
pressible vapor solutions is also found to be in good agreem
~see Tables 2 and 3! with relevant experimental results of Lu@9#
and Lu and Suryanarayana@10#. These experiments were don
under unconstrained-exit conditions and filmwise condensation
the bottom surface of a horizontal duct~length50.91 m! of rect-
angular cross-section~width540 mm, height525 mm!. For com-
parisons with the simulations, the flow in the vertical midsect

Fig. 3 For flow situation specified in Table 1 with aÄ90 deg
and x eÄ30, the figure depicts two sets of steady solutions C1
„for ZeÄ0.51… and C3 „for ZeÄ0.44… that provide the initial con-
ditions for solutions to be obtained for tÌ0 without any speci-
fication of exit conditions. The figure shows the resulting
d„x ,t … predictions for tÌ0, the set of d„x ,t … curves C1 start at
ZeÄ0.51 at tÄ0, and tend, as t\`, to the solution for which
ZezNaÄ0.47. The other set of curves C3 start at ZeÄ0.44 at t
Ä0 and also tend, as t\`, to the same ZezNa solution.

Fig. 4 Qualitative nature of the attracting steady Õquasi-steady
solution. The figure shows that different steady solutions asso-
ciated with different exit conditions „Ze at tÄ0… are attracted,
under unconstrained exit conditions and as t\`, to a special
steady solution with ZeÄZezNa .
680 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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of the experimental geometry~where ultrasound film thicknes
sensors, etc. were mounted! is modeled as a two-dimensiona
horizontal channel flow~with gap height h525 mm!. Further-
more, for experimental runs considered in Tables 2 and 3,
simulations ensured that the fluid~refrigerant called R-113!, the
average inlet velocity in the channel, bottom/top channel w
temperatures, and inlet pressure were specified to be the sam
the specifications/values of the corresponding items/variable
the selected experimental runs. It is found in Tables 2 and 3 t
for horizontal channel flows considered, good agreement was
tained well beyond the typical laminar/laminar restriction of in
vapor Reynolds number~based on channel height as characteris
length! being approximately less than 2000. It was found that
agreement was good for inlet vapor Reynolds number up to 70
Perhaps, because of slow laminar condensate flows (Red,150,
where Red is defined in Incropera and DeWitt@29#! and nonzero
interfacial mass transfer through inclined or transverse va
streamlines near the interface, the condensing vapor develo
sufficiently thick laminar sub-layer in the vicinity of the interfac
~see Narain et al.@11# or Liang @12#!. This laminar layer allows
computational predictions of film thickness, heat transfer ra
etc. under overall laminar/laminar assumptions to continue to
main in good agreement with the experiments of Lu and Sur
narayana@10# ~though, perhaps, predictions of vapor velocity pr
file outside the laminar sub-layer of the vapor above the interf
may not be good!.

Effects of Gravity on Natural Steady Solutions. In Fig. 5~a!
we see that gravity has a significant influence on film thickness
the absence of gravity assisted condensate drainage that occu
vertical/inclined configurations, condensate film is much thick
in zero gravity. However, zero gravity condensate is still sligh
thinner than its values for the corresponding horizontal configu
tion. This is because, in the horizontal configuration, part of
vapor shear is used to deny the tendency of the condens
hydrostatic-pressure distribution to cause a backward down
flow and only the remaining vapor shear is used to keep it forw
moving with a monotonically increasing film thickness. Th
monotonic increase of condensate thickness is due to a net ba
that occurs between continuous accumulation of the liquid~under
condensation mass transfer across the interface! and its forward
flow. Despite the proximity of the horizontal and zero-gravi
steady solutions, the absence of the transverse gravitational f
in zero gravity makes the pressure variations in the liquid mu
more sensitive to the surface tension term in the normal st
condition~the second term on the right side of Eq.~4! in @11#! and
this, as we see in the next section, causes much larger ampl
interfacial waves in response to ever present condensing su
noise. The significance of the magnitude of the transverse gr
tational restoring force is best seen by observing that the liq
pressure variationsp1(x,y,t) is affected both by its interfacia
valuep1

i ~as given by Eq.~4! in @11#! and its value required by the
y-component of the momentum equation in Eq.~2!. For example,
if effects of v1(x,y,t) is ignored because of its smallness, t

Table 2 Comparison of experimental and computational Z ezNa
values 1

Run # Ze@xe512 Ze@xe524 Ze@xe536 Mean Error %

220 Expt. 0.776 0.572 0.477 22.13
Theory 0.81 0.58 0.48

221 Expt. 0.828 0.702 0.583 5.85
Theory 0.85 0.66 0.5

100 Expt. 0.908 0.824 0.761 20.17
Theory 0.92 0.84 0.74

181 Expt. 0.884 0.796 0.718 3.97
Theory 0.89 0.76 0.66

1Flow of saturated R113 condensing on the bottom plate of a horizontal chann
h525 mm, xe50.91 m and measurements ofZeuNa at xe512, 24, and 36.
Transactions of the ASME



Table 3 Comparison of experimental and computational mean film thickness values 1

Flow Speed
U ~m/s! Run # DT~°C! d(x1) d(x2) d(x3) d(x4) d(x5)

Average
% Error

0.34 220 31.21 Expt. 0.010 0.015 0.016 0.018 0.020 25%
Comp. 0.012 0.014 0.015 0.017 0.019

0.31 221 21.42 Expt. 0.008 0.013 0.014 0.015 0.017 2.9%
Comp. 0.011 0.013 0.014 0.016 0.018

0.42 100 14.76 Expt. 0.012 0.014 — 0.015 0.015 4.2%
Comp. 0.010 0.013 0.016 0.018

0.5 181 21.42 Expt. 0.008 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.016 3.0%
Comp. 0.009 0.012 0.013 0.015 0.016

1Flow of saturated R113 condensing on the bottom plate of a horizontal channel of h525 mm, xe50.91 m and measurements of film thickness values atx52.03, 6.10, 10.16,
18.29, and 32.51.
s

i

tly
Fig.
pa-

nsing
the
y-momentum balance in Eq.~2! implies p1(x,y,t)>p1
i

1uFry
21u(d2y), whereuFry

21u is a positive constant andp1
i satis-

fies Eq.~4! of @11#.
Furthermore, Fig. 5~b! shows it is equivalent to prescribe ex

pressure (p̄2[1/(12d)*d
1p2dy) or exit quality Ze at x5xe and

that the natural exit conditions~exit quality ZeuNa or associated
exit pressure! are different in different gravitational environment
The shear dominated cases~horizontal and zero gravity! have a
much larger pressure drop and hence have a much narrower
regime within which the compressibility of the vapor can be
Journal of Heat Transfer
it

.

flow
g-

nored~this is because an increase inDp2 /p0 makes the underlying
assumption ‘‘Dr2 /r20!1’’ a poorer approximation!. Figure
5~c–d! show that phase-speedsūsteady(x) ~see Narain et al.@11#!
for zero gravity and horizontal configurations are significan
smaller than gravity driven vertical cases, and, as a result, in
5~d!, the characteristics curves along which disturbances pro
gate ~see Narain et al.@11#! become very nearly vertical. This
means that, for these shear dominated cases, effects of conde
surface noise are likely to accumulate around the location of
noise.
Fig. 5 „a… For flow situations specified in Table 1, the figure shows smooth steady condensate film thickness for vertical,
horizontal and zero-gravity cases which have, for x eÄ20, ZezNaÄ0.691, 0.877, and 0.91 respectively. „b… For the flow situations
specified in Table 1, the figure shows different exit pressure p̄2„x e… values associated with different Ze values. In particular, it also
shows ZezNa and their corresponding exit pressure values for the cases considered in Fig. 5 „a…. „c… For flow situations specified in
Table 1, the figure shows phase-speeds ū steady „x … for the cases considered in Fig. 5 „a…. „d… For flow situation specified in Table 1,
the characteristics curves xÄx c„t … denote curves along which infinitesimal initial disturbances naturally propagate „see †11‡… on
the stable steady solutions of Fig. 5 „a…. On characteristics that originate on xÄ0 line, there are no disturbances as d„0,t …·0
implies d8·0.
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 681
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5 Discussion of Unsteady Simulation Results

Effects of Initial Disturbance. The behavior of natural exit-
condition and associated smooth-interface steady solutions a
tained in Fig. 3 are qualitatively described in Fig. 4. In norm
gravity, as shown in Narain et al.@11#, these solutions are intrin
sically wavy but stable to initial disturbances. However the sta
ity of the natural (Ze5ZeuNa) smooth-interface zero gravity solu
tions, as compared to stability of normal gravity solutions,
demonstrated by the results in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, there is so
separation between thet→` ~i.e., large t, or t520) and t50
solutions for the zero gravity case. As the size of the amplitude
the disturbance used for the zero gravity case in Fig. 6 was
duced, it was found that thet→` ~i.e., larget, or t520) solution
stayed closer to thet50 solution associated with the natural ex
condition. This large time behavior implies that the stability f
the zero gravity case, as compared to normal gravity case
weak. In other words, loosely speaking, for qualitative purpos
the bowl at the bottom of Fig. 4~a! is much flatter for zero gravity
than the corresponding cases for normal gravity. This weak sta
ity in zero gravity is observed even in the absence of surf
tension and momentum transfer terms in the interfacial nor
stress condition given in Eq.~4! of @11#. Therefore the weak sta
bility to initial disturbances is a result of the mass transfer and
associated nature of the streamlines~which, at the interface, are
more transverse in gravity driven flows and more slanted, a
Fig. 7, for shear dominated flows! rather than stabilizing or desta
bilizing effects of surface tension and/or momentum-trans
terms in the normal stress condition at the interface~see the right
side of Eq.~4!!.

Effects of Noise and Resonance.The noise-sensitivity of the
solutions in Fig. 5~a! is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. These Figur
show that the interface is quite sensitive to even minuscule st
ing wave vibrations of the bottom plate given byv1(x,0,t)5«
•sin(2px/l)•sin(2pt/T) whose amplitude« is in the range of
1025– 3•1025. This, in a way, is expected from Eq.~7! because
interfacial disturbances are forced by the interfacial valuev1

i of
the transverse velocityv1 that appears inv̄. Furthermore, the
extreme smallness of this forcing is consistent with the fact th
on average,u2@u1@v1 with each dominance being at least tw
to three orders of magnitude~i.e., 102 or 103) bigger over the
other. For the cases considered here~e.g., the case ofT'24,
l'10, h'0.004 m, andU'0.41 m/s), the maximum displace
ment amplitude of the vibrations are about 0.25mm, maximum
velocity amplitude are about 0.12mm/s, and maximum accelera

Fig. 6 For flow situations specified in Table 1, the above
d„x ,t … predictions „DtÄ10… are for vertical and 0 g cases with
initial data d„x ,0…Ädsteady „x …¿d8„x ,0…, where a nonzero distur-
bance d8„x ,0… has been superposed at tÄ0 on the steady so-
lution dsteady . Here d8„x ,0…Ä0.004"sin „2pxÕ5… for 3.5ÏxÏ13.5
and d8Ä0 elsewhere.
682 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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tion amplitude are about 6.25•1024 m/s2 ~which is less than
1024g, g'10 m/s2). Such vibrations are indeed common
present as structural or coolant flow induced vibrations and th
are in the 0–30 Hz range considered here. For the wavy c
discussed/studied here, these vibrations are often the prim
cause of observed interfacial oscillations. Although the res
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 are for sinusoidal standing waves on
condensing surface aty50, more complex two-dimensional o
three-dimensional patterns will arise from a more general no
that would typically be present. Even if the noise itself is tw
dimensional, any three-dimensional imperfection in the geome
can cause the waves to become three-dimensional.

For the resonance cases~vertical, horizontal, and zero-gravity!
considered in Fig. 8~a! the resonance phenomena comes into p
~see Narain et al.@11#! when the external noise frequencyf ext and
wavelengthl associated with minuscule standing-wave noise
the bottom plate are chosen such that:

l f ext~x!>ūsteady~x! (8)

where the steady problem’s phase speedsūsteady(x) in Eq. ~8! is
well defined~see Fig. 5~c!! and is known from the steady solutio
for Ze5ZeuNa. At a chosen operating condition, this large grow
rate resonance condition can be actively achieved by placing
bration actuators along the condensing surface with well-defi
frequency shifts or by a passive design~suitable variations in ma-
terial thickness and/or composition! of the plate associated with
the condensing surface. For zero gravity, the resonant no
induced waves in Fig. 8~a! lead to enhanced pressure drops~see
Fig. 8~b!!.

The above-described effects of bottom wall standing-wa
noise employ a product of a single wavelength spatial sinus
and a single-frequency temporal sinusoid. In practice, there
several sinusoidal components of different wavelengths and
quencies. Once the actual components of bottom wall nois
experimentally known~with the help of accelerometers! and
modeled ~say as v1(x,0,t)u I52«•sin(2px/l)•sin(2pt/T)
and v1(x,0,t)u II5«•sin(2px/l)•sin(2pt/T)1«•sin(2px/(l/2))
•sin(2pt/T) in Fig. 9!, the resulting shapes of the different fre
surface waves~see Fig. 9! and their effects can be assessed. E
perimental measurements of both the bottom wall noise and
time film thickness values can be used for further validation a
use of the resonance phenomena.

In Fig. 10, the waves in 0g ~for s5s0) have significantly
greater amplitude for noise amplitude of«55«* as opposed to
«5«* . This is because forward wave speeds are very small
higher accumulation rates of local interfacial disturbances
higher amplitudes significantly dominate the damping rates of

Fig. 7 Closer to the interface, the figure shows the interface
location and vapor Õliquid streamlines at tÄ300 for a resonant
bottom wall noise given as v 1„x ,0,t …Ä«"sin „2pxÕl…"sin „2pt ÕT…
where «Ä0.32EÀ5, lÄ10, and T„x …ÄlÕū steady „x …. The underly-
ing steady solution is for a zero gravity flow in Table 1 with
x eÄ30, ZezNaÄ0.91 and s0Ä15EÀ03 NÕm.
Transactions of the ASME
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cal disturbances. In the next section it is seen that surface ten
forces eventually contain these larger amplitudes.

Effects of Surface Tension. For typical interfacial waviness
associated with vertical to horizontal cases in the presenc
gravity ~e.g., the vertical case in Fig. 8~a!!, it is found that the
surface tension and momentum transfer terms in the relation
interfacial pressures~viz. the second and third terms on the rig
side of Eq.~4! in @11#! do not play a role over most of the con
densing surface~a small leading edge zone over 0<x<«0 , with
«0!1, is excluded because flow physics in this region do
affect the rest of the flow!. This was computationally verified. Fo
example, in Fig. 8~a!, waves for vertical and horizontal configu
rations, remain essentially the same~within 1–2 percent! as sur-
face tensions takes values over 0<s<100s* and the momentum
transfer term in Eq.~4! of @11# is retained or dropped. In othe
words, on earth, the value of the forcingv1

i ~see the right side of
Eq. ~7!! that influencesd is dominated, throughp1(x,y,t), by
gravitational forcesuFrx

21u and/oruFry
21u and surface tension is no

influential. The interfacial value ofv1(x,y,t), denoted asv1
i , is

influenced byp1(x,y,t) values which in turn are affected both b
the interfacial liquid pressurep1

i ~see the surface tension term o
the right side of Eq.~4! in @11#! and thex and y-momentum

Fig. 8 „a… For flow situations specified in Table 1 and x eÄ35,
the above d„x ,t … values at tÄ0 „with ZeÄZezNa… and tÄ20 are
for resonant and non-resonant bottom wall noise given as
v 1„x ,0,t …Ä«"sin „2pxÕl…"sin „2ptÕT…, «Ä0.24EÀ05 and lÄ10. For
nonresonant cases TÄ24 and for resonant cases TÄT„x …
ÄlÕū steady . „b… For flow situations specified in Table 1 and x e
Ä35, the steady and unsteady values of exit pressures
are shown as a function of x . The predictions are for case 1:
vertical „aÄ90 deg …, case 2: horizontal in 1 g „aÄ0 deg, Fr y

À1

Ä0.233… and case 3: 0g „Fry
À1Ä0…. The waves are due to bottom

wall noise specified in Fig. 8 „a….
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balance equations in Eq.~2! that play a role in the motion of the
condensate. However, as seen in Fig. 8~a!, effects of surface ten-
sion forces, in the interfacial normal stress condition~see Eq.~4!
of @11#! are not masked in zero gravity where the surface tens
term provides a key effect~which, for typically small surface ten-
sion values, becomes more significant whenever the curvatur
dxx values become large!. Thus surface tension particularly play
a significant role in 0g response to bottom wall noise of amplitud
above certain values~compare «5«* with «55«* for non-
resonant 0g cases in Fig. 10!. This is because higher noise amp
tudes cause accumulation of interfacial disturbances to exc
their removal/damping rates and an unsteady situation is atta
where the wave amplitudes are contained by just the right va
tions in curvature that are consistent with the role of surface t
sion forces in the normal stress condition. Furthermore, in Fig.
it is seen that the above-described dynamics is such that there
wave amplitude decrease as surface tension values increase~for
s0530s* ) and a wave amplitude increase with decrease in s
face tension~for s05s* /30). Computations also verify that a
assumption of a hypothetical zero surface tension at the inter
does not allow zero gravity flows to withstand average values
wall heat flux (qw9 [2k1•]T1 /]yuy50) are only slightly higher

Fig. 9 For flow situations specified in Table 1, the d„x ,t … val-
ues at tÄ0 „with ZeÄZezNa… and tÄ25 are for different bottom
wall noises defined as: v 1„x ,0,t …z IÄ2«"sin „2pxÕl…"sin „2pt ÕT…,
and v 1„x ,0,t …z IIÄ«"sin „2pxÕl…"sin „2ptÕT…¿«"sin „2pxÕ„lÕ2……
"sin „2ptÕT… where «Ä0.24EÀ05, lÄ10, TÄT„x …ÄlÕū steady , and
s0Ä0.015 NÕm.

Fig. 10 For flow situations specified in Table 1, the dsteady „x …
and d„x ,t … predictions are for resonant and nonresonant bot-
tom wall noise with different amplitudes « „«* or 5«* … and dif-
ferent surface tensions s0 „s* or 30s* or s* Õ30…. The noise in
the legend are specified by v 1„x ,0,t …Ä«"sin „2pxÕl…"sin „2pt ÕT…,
«*Ä0.24EÀ05, lÄ10, and s*Ä0.015 NÕm. For nonresonant
cases, TÄ24 and for resonant cases, TÄT„x …ÄlÕū steady .
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 683
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than time averaged values of interfacial heat-flux (qi9[2k1

•]T1 /]nu i). This is because transverse conduction heat tran
significantly dominates sensible cooling~i.e., mean liquid tem-
perature drops somewhat with distancex!.

It is recalled that heat transfer rates can also be increased u
constrained exit conditions associated with compressible va
flows—e.g., by increasing the exit pressure~or decreasingZe from
0.50 to 0.38 in Fig. 5 of@11#!. The noise sensitivity analyses an
flow regime ~e.g., plug/churn versus annular flows! issues for
these constrained cases are not studied here and are not
understood at this point.

Effects on Shear Stress. Effects of noise-induced persisten
waves are best reported as mean interfacial tangential stressT̄nt0

i

on a representative or mean steady locationdsteady(x) of the inter-
face (d(x,t)[dsteady(x)1d8(x,t)). Replacingdsteady(x) by steady
interfacial location att50 ~obtained, as in Fig. 5~a!, under noise-
free conditions for exit conditionZe5ZeuNa), a mean tangentia
stress~over time duration@ t i ,t f #, wheret i and ‘‘t f2t i ’’ are suffi-
ciently large times! along the unit tangentt̂0(x) at x is defined as

T̄nt0
i [

1

~ t f2t i !
E

t i

t f

$T1
i n̂"t̂0%+dt[r1U2

• t̄nt0
i , (9)

where T1
i is the stress tensor value at the liquid interface (T1

i

[2p1
i 11S1

i ) and n̂ is the unit normal on the interface~see defi-

Fig. 11 „a… For the flow situations specified in Table 1, x e
Ä35, and vertical configuration; the figure shows steady and
time-averaged values of heat flux at the wall and at the inter-
face; and „b… for the flow situations specified in Table 1, x e
Ä35, and 0 g configuration; the figure shows steady and time-
averaged values of heat flux at the wall and at the interface
684 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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nitions given in the appendix of@11#!. Clearlyt̄nt0
i in Eq. ~9! is the

nondimensional value of the physical stressT̄nt0
i . On the bottom

wall, at y50, with unit vectorsn̂5ĵ and t̂05 î; the nondimen-
sional wall shear stresst̄w is similarly defined.

The interfacial and wall shear values are shown in Figs. 12~a,b!.
Under influence of gravity, as the condensate speeds up in
12~a!, gravity driven waves cause a shear enhancement. It
verified that this enhancement is primarily due to viscous stres
and the pressure-drag contribution in Eq.~9! is very small. On the
contrary, in the shear-dominated situation in Fig. 12~b!, gravita-
tional energy is not available; and, as a result, waves slig
decrease the mean interfacial shear as more of the instantan
energy imparted to the condensate by the instantaneous valu
the interfacial shear stress~i.e., vapor exerted traction on the liq
uid! must be used to sustain fluctuations on the liquid interfa
However, unlike Fig. 12~a!, in shear-dominated cases of Fi
12~b!, interfacial shears are much larger relative to wall shear

Effects of Nonconstant Wall Temperatures. In most appli-
cations, the condensing surface temperature Tw~x) is not a con-
stant. As shown in Fig. 13, all else remaining the same, two
ferent wall temperature variations Tw~x) lead to predictions of

Fig. 12 „a… For the flow situations specified in Table 1, x e
Ä35, and vertical configuration; the figure shows steady and
time-averaged values of shear stress at the wall „ t̄w… and the
tangential stress „ t̄nt 0

i
… at the steady interface location; and „b…

For the flow situations specified in Table 1, x eÄ35, and 0 g con-
figuration; the figure shows steady and time-averaged values
of shear stress at the wall „ t̄w… and the tangential stress „ t̄nt 0

i
…

at the steady interface location
Transactions of the ASME
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natural exit conditionsZeuNa which are somewhat different bu
close to one another because both temperature variations hav
same average value between the inlet and the exit. As a co
quence, as is seen in Fig. 13, on average, both the conde
thickness and wall heat flux values are also reasonably clos
one another.

6 ConclusionsÕResults
In addition to a brief summary of the algorithm and vertic

channel results reported in Narain et al.@11#, the new results re-
ported here are:

• For unconstrained exit conditions, the effectiveness~by way
of showing compatibility with known experiments! of the un-
steady noise-free simulation method for identifying the natu
exit condition and associated attracting steady solution has b
demonstrated for the shear-dominated cases~zero gravity and
horizontal configurations! as well.

• The nonresonant and resonant effects of ubiquitous minus
bottom plate vibrations on the stable steady solutions are dem
strated here for shear-dominated cases~zero gravity and horizon-
tal configurations! and compared with the earlier results for gra
ity dominated vertical case.

• It is shown that, for suitably large~yet minuscule! amplitude
bottom wall vibrations, the ability to sustain condensing surfa
noise in zero gravity is due only to normal stress effects of surf
tension. Furthermore it is shown that zero gravity cases sh
significantly higher accumulation of noise-induced disturban
resulting in higher amplitude waves as compared to similarly
duced waves in terrestrial environments.

• Effects of surface tension were shown to be insignificant
terrestrial environments~horizontal to vertical!.

• Effects of surface tension in the tangential stress condi
~the Marangoni effects! are found to be negligible in all environ
ments.

• A weaker stability and higher noise-sensitivity of the ze
gravity steady solutions is demonstrated. It is inferred that
active control for holding the natural exit condition fixed, acti
reductions in condensing surface noise levels, an increase in
mal stress on the liquid interface by electrical or other means,
are needed for stable realizability of annular condensing flow
space-based applications.

• The proposed computational method’s ability to predict s
nificant flow variables~streamlines, interfacial and wall values o
shear and heat-flux, etc.! for constant and non-constant wall tem
peratures is demonstrated.

The above results provide an understanding that is neces
for further enhancement of the reported simulation methods
codes. Future enhancements will allow considerations of: va
compressibility effects for constrained exit cases, simulations

Fig. 13 For flow situation specified in Table 1 with aÄ90 deg
and x eÄ50, the above figure depicts two different film thick-
ness, wall heat flux, and natural exit condition ZezNa predictions
for two different wall temperature specifications T w„x… „and
hence DT… which is, for case 1: DT1Ä7.5°C and case 2:
DT2„x …Ä5°C"„1¿x Õx e…
Journal of Heat Transfer
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longer channels and thicker condensates, and more general
dling of the interface tracking equation~Eq. ~6!! that allows pre-
dictions of phenomena that exhibit interfacial pinch-off and dro
let formations.
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Nomenclature

Cp 5 specific heat, J/~kg-K!
h 5 gap between the plates~see Fig. 1!, m

hfg 5 latent heat (hg2hf), J/kg
Ja 5 Jacob number, Cp1DT/hfg
k 5 thermal conductivity, W/~m-K!
p 5 pressure, N/m2

p0 5 pressure at the inlet, N/m2

qw9 5 bottom wall heat flux at any point and time, W/m2

ReI 5 Reynolds numbersr IUh/m I
Rein 5 inlet Reynolds number Re2

T 5 temperatures, K
DT 5 temperature difference between the vapor and the

wall, K
U 5 value of the average vapor speed at the inlet, m/s

~u,v! 5 values of x and y components of velocity, m/s
~u,v! 5 nondimensional values of u and v

~x,y,t! 5 physical distances along and across the bottom pla
and time,~m,m,s!

~x,y,t! 5 nondimensional values of~x,y,t!
Ze 5 ratio of exit vapor mass flow rate to total inlet mass

flow rate

Greek Symbols

d 5 nondimensional value of condensate thickness
D 5 physical value of condensate thickness, m
« 5 amplitude of nondimensional disturbances represen

ing values ofv1(x,0,t)
m 5 viscosity, Pa-s
n 5 kinematic Viscositym/r, m2/s
p 5 nondimensional pressure
r 5 density, kg/m3

s 5 surface tension, N/m
u 5 nondimensional temperature

t̄w 5 steady or time-averaged nondimensional wall shea
stress

t̄nt0
i

5 steady or time-averaged nondimensional tangential
shear stress at a point on a steady interface locatio

Subscripts

I 5 it takes a value of 1 for liquid phase and 2 for vapo
phase

s 5 saturation condition
w 5 wall

Superscripts

i 5 value of a variable at an interface location
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